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PRAYER FOR THIS COUNTRY
Lord, may Ethiopia Leaders and the Ethiopians realize that You are the King of
Kings, ruler of the entire universe and all things are possible with You. Grant good
and suitable leaders who will focus on the primary needs of the people and provide
them livelihood. As Ethiopia is due to hold elections on 21 June, despite a bloody
conflict and looming famine in the north and escalating tensions among its biggest
ethnic groups, set the suffering people free from anxiety and the rising threat of
famine. We pray for the struggling people, as the COVID-19 pandemic continues to
wreak havoc on their lives and livelihoods. Although the COVID-19 vaccine offers a
ray of hope for their future in Ethiopia, reveal to them Your loving care and
powerful authority over all (The Bible, Exodus 14:18).

MORE ABOUT THIS COUNTRY
On a cold blustery summer morning, heightened fears of the COVID-19 pandemic
blended with a glimmer of hope shroud the Ethiopian capital Addis Ababa. The wailing
sirens of the speedy emergency ambulances that transport COVID-19 patients from
different corners of the city to treatment and quarantine centers throughout the rainy day
cause uneasiness across the city. To fight fears, some people of the bustling metropolis
with an estimated 5 million people, which has not seen a COVID-19 total lockdown, have
begun flocking to Alem Art café and gallery.

https://www.win1040.org/prayercalendar/ethiopia/
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Exodus+14%3A18&version=NIV
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